
FEATURE WRITING ABOUT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Features about science & technology in the developing world, including agriculture, environment, health, governance,
enterprise and communication.

She was previously a senior editor and staff writer at The Atlantic, and the editor of TheAtlantic. Exaggeration
often leads so far from the truth that it becomes a lie. Remember, your audience may not have the burning
interest in genetics you do, or be familiar with what an allele is. This is especially important in radio, where
listeners do not have time to grasp complicated numbers. In many cases, especially at the start of a story, you
should round figures off to make them simpler to understand. Most are the result of work over time. Change
the pace Employing a single, uniform style throughout your article will make for a tedious read. Move on to
the body of the piece and come back to it. Scientists researching a new drug will seldom claim that they have
found a cure for a certain disease. They like to deal in plain facts, to be accurate and not emotional. For
example: Researchers in California say they have found a new way of testing unborn babies for spina bifida - a
deformity of the spine which can cause paralysis. It is a great challenge to write a medical story without using
words like "miracle cure", but it can be done - and it is more rewarding than the easy lie. You may even
destroy what little hope they may have had. Avoid rambling opening paragraphs and remember that if a
sentence doesn't sound quite right, it isn't right. It probably offends them more than simple errors, which they
might forgive. Assaults linked to gangs, drug dealing and homelessness spill in from the streets, domestic
disputes involving hospital personnel play out at work, and disruptive patients lash out. For example, instead
of describing the strength of a new sewing thread in scientific terms saying that it will resist a force of so
many kilograms - you might write a story telling the same facts, but in concrete terms, like the example on the
next page. They are more likely to say it is "a step towards a cure" or "a possible way of preventing the
disease" or even "a way of reducing the symptoms". Similarly, when reporting sizes - specially the very large
or very small - translate them into terms which your ordinary readers and listeners can understand. In the eyes
of editors, their mandate is the latter Make sure your sources are up to date and accurate and remember to
differentiate between facts and opinion. Explain how we got to the situation today. Of course, some scientific
numbers are so large - or so small - that you will never be able to put them into concrete terms for your
ordinary readers or listeners. All can obscure or be mistaken for a gravitational wave, and each source had to
be eliminated or controlled for. Diagrams should be simple and well-drawn. You may think it funny that
people's hair falls out when they are treated with a certain drug, but the sufferers will not see the joke, and
neither will the doctors using the drug. People on the ineffective teams, in contrast, scored below average.
They do not want to raise false hopes. When the eggs hatch, the maggots burrow into the animal's brain in
search of food. Then you can add detail and refine paragraphs as you go along. WRONG: Farmers on New
Ireland are battling a plague of the new insect species penetrens lugoles which is related to the horse fly and
has devastated large herds of pigs in Africa and South East Asia and already killed pigs on the island by laying
eggs in their ears which eventually hatch into maggots which burrow their way into the animal's brain in
search of food. Keep your sentences short and simple. Because much of science is about ideas, where possible
you should explain the scientist's abstract ideas in concrete words your ordinary readers or listeners can
understand. Scientists in China have invented a sewing thread so strong that it could take the weight of a
fully-grown elephant. Sensational claims in other fields, even as remote as astronomy, can cause harm. The
background details should be written as simply and clearly as the rest of the story. Understand the jargon
Scientific names and technical terms sometimes called jargon are necessary for scientists. Therefore they are
offended by sensational reporting which becomes a lie. Would a detailed explanation of how mitochondria
work be better in a separate, pull-out section, suitable for a tinted box on the printed page? Submit a letter to
the editor or write to letters theatlantic. From to , health care institutions reported a 40 percent increase in
violent crime, with more than 10, incidents mostly directed at employees, according to a survey by the
International Association for Healthcare Security and Safety.


